
prohibitions & restrictions too heavy to bear.—Pr. 11:24. 
Mat.23:4. 

3.1 was wondering how this kind of a difference could have 
ever possibly developed between me & the other officers. It 
came to me clearly that this was like the difference between the 
house of David & the house of Saul, the House of the Spirit & the 
house of the flesh, the house of love & the house of law. 

4. The officers of the Chain had become too legalistic & too 
hard, unloving & merely extorting quotas & funds, & had missed 
the meaning of existence: To convey love to the people & to show 
love to the World. 

5. This was the "Coming Division"! (Read "Coming 
Division!", Vol.1, No. 117A.)—This was the other thing the Lord 
spoke to my heart just as clearly as anything! 

6. This was the division that had grown between us & the 
Chain, because some of the Chain had become so unlike us & 
unlike our policies & our spirit. 

7. It all had begun a long time ago with the differences be
tween my policies of even running the camp at TSC & Jeth & 
Deborah's harder policies. 

8. As they & those chosen & trained by them continued in 
leadership even in Europe, they had continued to grow in that 
direction. While I was busy with the Letters & they were busy 
with the governmental administration & the finances, they 
seemed to lean more & more on the arm of flesh, like Saul, & 
were less & less led of the Spirit. 

9. The sad part about it was that they passed this same at
titude on to the officers they chose & the leaders they trained, 
their attitudes & their examples, the way they lived, so materialis
tic, so fleshly, so hard on others, so legalistic, so letter-of-the law, 
so unloving. 

10. This all began long, long ago with their side of the house, 
the house of Saul, & it was a real genuine division between me, 
my way of doing things, my attitude, my policies of love & being 
led of the Lord in contrast to their hard, cold, tyrannical, 
materialistic legalistic enforcement of the law, extortion etc. 

11. The old church had forsaken the Lord, His Love, and 
His loving policies & had gotten to where she hardly even knew 
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Him anymore, didn't fellowship with Him, didn't go to bed with 
Him, didn't have sweet love & thrilling spiritual ecstasies with 
Him, & was out of fellowship with the Lord & out of tune & out 
:f practice regarding His loving policies. 

12. So it all followed along the same line, not only Jeth & 
Deb & the leaders they chose, but the leaders which followed 
chem, including the tog leadership that they trained, tog VIPs & 
±e leaders they chose. 

13. All fell into this same spirit of hardness, dictatorialness, 
a lofty, exalted feeling of being a certain clique of top echelon 
leadership who were superior to the peasants below, & that 
rrained their leaders along this same line & imparted to them the 
same spirit, the same policies, the same attitudes. 

14. But we had placed the government & the material wel
fare & finances of the Kingdom into the hands of these others 
& they carried it out then in their own way, in that hard way in
stead of our way, with so little love for the sheep, & so little con
cern for their welfare by some. 

15. So as Maria & I began to read this " Division" prophecy, 
we saw how amazingly this prophecy & prediction fits the 
recent situation of the Chain, & how completely & almost to
tally divorced it had become from us & our policies & the way of 
love & the Lord! 

16. The Family is not to be that way in any way ! Even 
Mother Eve & Stephen had gotten into that separatist, divisive 
spirit of the house of Saul & its hard, legalistic, materialistic 
policies, led of the law, not our law but what they thought was 
right, regardless of our declared Family policies in the Letters! 

17. They interpreted the Letters to suit themselves, wrest
ing the Scriptures, until Mother Eve & Stephen themselves seem 
to be almost totally deceived & led astray by the Enemy into false 
doctrines, false prophecies & extreme disobedience! 

18. They have driven many people away & lost them as 
friends by their foolish antics, some of them sexual indiscretions 
to say the least, particularly some of Stephen's wild sexual forays 
on other people's wives without the consent of the people's 
mates, without agreement & unity, & insisting that they share, or 
even take away wives of others or their mates! 
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